
Brough Park Running Club weekly event. (22/04/2017) 
Another fine, spring morning that seemed ideal for entrants – those were last week’s opening words.  
However, today’s report starts like this: Another fine, gorgeous and warm, spring morning that was ideal for 
entrants old and new; the old but able, being v80+ Bryan Vigrass, who’s 26.04 enabled a PB of twenty seven 
seconds in the 3.6K; there were a handful of newbie’s, three of whom ventured around the 5K route and 
crossed the line within twenty odd seconds of each other: Martin Day clocked 11.00; Harrison Smith (13) 11.06 
and Peter Sales 11.22; while another debutant, Pam Holder, clocked 13.49 in the 2.2K. 
As usual, the faster juniors surged to the front from the off, which consisted of: Jordan Ash (12), Lewis Smith 
(9), Luke Hopkinson (11) and Sienna Phillips (10); by the time they emerged on to Park Road for the first time 
they were split by Isaac Elkington and Martin Pigott. 
Isaac pushed onwards to take the 5K in 20.35, almost a minute behind the PB he set just two weeks ago; 
Martin kept pace and was drawn to a PB of two seconds in 22.30. Meanwhile in the 2.2K, Jordan knocked nine 
seconds off his best to record 9.07, followed by Lewis who clipped thirty seconds off his last week’s time, but 
was unable to get close to the remarkable 8.46 he set on last Wednesday’s training night.  
Sienna has a job to get up for the 9 am Saturday start, let alone look awake as she toes the line, and is another 
who seems to run better later in the day, as she clocked 16.14 for the 3.6K in training; therefore, a sixteen 
second deficit on that score seems a bonus but, a sleepy forty four second improvement on her inaugural 
time at this distance may be a greater bonus. 
Along with Jordan, Luke Hopkinson (11) and Sister Esme (8), seemed to be buoyed by their earlier awards – 
the former for notching up twenty five events and the latter two, fifty each; Luke came within three seconds 
of his best and an improvement of more than thirty seconds over last week, whereas sister Esme came within 
ten seconds of her PB which saw a similar time improvement on last week. 
The Dodd family trio seemed a little jaded after their three-run holiday absence; father Richard ran side by 
side with William (5) who peeled off to complete the 2.2K in a slightly slower 12.49 which was over a minute 
behind brother Edward (7), father completing the 3.6K in a similar time deficit in 22.06. Also completing the 
3.6K in slower times were vets: Alison Evans (v45) 23.52; Liz Cartlidge (v50) 23.52, with (v55) Elaine 
Hargreaves creating a PB of twenty nine seconds in 24.49. 
In the 2.2K, James Burgess’ slightly slower time was three seconds ahead of the 11.17 and PB of Lara Smith (7), 
a reduction of twenty four seconds over last week’s record; Eden Pigott ambled around in 12.20 and Howard 
Render completed an unaccompanied 12.39 best time. 
The family pairings of: Rebecca and Laurie Hinton (5) and Olivia Lovatt (8) alongside of mother Julie, 
returned slower times of 15.24 and 16.20, with Joshua Eames once again enjoying his morning with a slower 
17.32, which was twenty four seconds ahead of v65, Mary-Jane Searles’ inaugural event time. 
Dave Edge’s night shifts play havoc with his training and resulted in a slower 24.19, as he strives to get back 
up the rankings; whereas, Donna Eames seems to be struggling with a series of times that are way off her 
best, almost a minute behind. 
John Broadbent’s morning stints are way, way better than his training times, two and a half minutes up at 
25.30, which drew Adam Geens on to a forty three second PB and only five seconds behind. A consolidated 
26.04 effort by John Lagan enabled the pursuing Suzie Noble pull nearer to her best in 26.45.  
A time of 28.39 was only five seconds off last week’s best for Jan Percival, an effort which urged along Wendy 
Lee to a ten second PB in 28.55, following a six week absence from this run. Two competitors who seem to 
pair nicely are: Kim Lagan-Walters and Claire Williamson; both ebbing and flowing along to a PB of forty 
three seconds for the former and a forty four second improvement for the latter, in 29.30 and 29.42. Perhaps 
both of them will soon have the previous two entrants firmly in sight?  
Sara Garde chipped four seconds off her last week’s best time in 33.32, which is a four minute reduction over 
six weeks; whereas, Amanda Hampson returned after six weeks absence – shift work broken by a break in 
Thai Land – to a slightly slower time of 34.48, which was forty seven seconds in arrears of v65 Ursula Hughes’ 
opening time and nineteen seconds ahead of an improving Dawn Brown. 
Unable to get up earlier resulted in multi-winner of the 5K line up alongside of the only two others in the 
junior 2.2K; the result of which was in doubt from the off, as the seasoned winner seemed a shadow of himself 
as he paused for the start. (see third from last photo of this run) 
The podium consisted of: Joe Robinson (10), whose sprint-finish 12.52 was followed five seconds later by 
Thomas Hulme (9), with Nick a further three seconds adrift – possibly due to coaching en route and a vast 
amount of route marker collection. 
 
Thanks to time recorders: Rachel Massy and Kathryn Smith and Nick Hulme for assisting in marker post 
make-up. 



B. (An ear to the ground and an eye on the times) 


